Call for Applications

The AIANI (Austria-Israel Academic Network Innsbruck) of the University of Innsbruck has re-opened the 2017-2018 call for its “AIANI Fellowship Program” due an unforeseen cancelation and offers one research and/or teaching stay for up to three weeks to a faculty member from an Israeli university or research institution. The stay needs to be completed before December 24, 2017. Please find below all necessary information for application:

AIANI Fellowship Program

The AIANI Fellow Program invites outstanding Israeli faculty members and scholars of all disciplines to apply for a visiting appointment at the University of Innsbruck. AIANI Fellows devote their time in Innsbruck to teaching and/or research. The application can be made directly to AIANI.

The AIANI Fellow is expected to be in residence for the duration of the stay. The program does not support, as a primary activity, off-side research.

AIANI Fellows usually give a public lecture during their stay in Innsbruck, which is organized by AIANI, together with the hosting department. This should further promote the academic exchange, enhance the visibility of outstanding Israeli scientists in Innsbruck and especially give the university community and the interested general public the opportunity to get to know the research work of the Fellow.

An AIANI-Fellow will receive reimbursement of all costs (flight, accommodation, etc.) as well as a small honorarium for teaching and the guest lecture.

The deadline for this second – special - call is November 10, 2017! Please send a CV, list of publications and an abstract for a guest lecture (max. 150 words) to AIANI (aiani@uibk.ac.at).

WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO YOUR APPLICATION!